
The most potential digital currency: Impereum
(IPM)
LOS ANGELES, USA, February 20,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- According to
CoinDesk ICO Tracketr, the topic of a
year-long ICO (first-generation tokens
issue) has a total transaction value of up
to 4 billion U.S. dollars in 2017. With a
large sum of money in the ICO field, this
ICO boom will continue in 2018, affecting
to all walks of life, the virtual currency will
go into daily life, heat up more diversified
applications.

Former South African Central Bank
official Mr. Eugene Etsebeth boldly
predicted 2018 will be a turning point in
the international financial community, the market value of virtual currency will exceed the SDR
monetary value (about 291 billion US dollars), G7 national currency will be devalued relative to the
virtual currency, the virtual currency characteristics of digital gold, to attract all the international
central banks to adjust foreign exchange reserves, into the virtual currency, 2018 will be the era of
digital currency.

Among them, the most sought-after emerging virtual currency - Impereum, is even more menacing,
post-bullish. Impereum is arm and teched with anti-fraud control, a high degree of financial security,
the use of transparent and flexible, decentralized ...etc and many other characteristics of the
consortium has begun to acquire a large amount of Impereum, amongst them Nightshade Studios is
known to be holding the largest proportion of Impereum, the total circulation market of 20%.

Impereum stressed the maintenance of the affairs of the database by a number of companies to more
quickly confirm the transaction, the use of P2P systems will not rely on the central control,
confirmation by both buyers and sellers, to ensure that will not be any system crashes, more widely
used, the transaction safer and faster, is currently recognized as the most suitable for payment, hedge
the virtual currency.
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